Tex Picks 32 For Grid Jaunt
PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS FOR STANFORDOREGON GAME TOMORROW
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The eyes of the nation turn westward
ward to Palo Alto—where

San Francisco T couldn’t

help noticing some of tin* Stanford propaganda being flaunted by the
Hay City papers. In one particular column, Marchie Schwartz,
one of Clark Shaughnessy’s side-kicks, was screaming a return
to some of Oregon's alleged wailing over loss of players. According to Schwartz. Stanford apparently had legitimate reacarousing about

Oregon, wail for wail. It seems Shaughnessy can’t
find someone good enough to lace on All-American Hugh Gallarneau’s hoots at right halfback. Buck Fawcett, a 198-pound
papoose on last year’s frosh outfit, is the nearest thing they
have to fill the bill, but evidently lie's still far away.
Oregon will be well-fortified in every position except at
quarter. Duke Iverson is the only Webfoot in that blockmatch
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Incidentally, don’t be too surprised at what Coach Oliver
whispers into the dilated ears of sports scribes down south,
regardless of all tin* talk blowing around that sector that
intimates the Webfoots don’t expect to win.
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Our bosom friend. Art Litchman, scurried in
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Shephard whisker and hair trouble respectively before
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Stub Allison is reportedly in mourning, for his No. 1
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lipped Tex Oliver has been mapping operations that makes some
of the big boys tab his Ducks as
champs. Shaughnessy himself has
said that the Oregon boys are to
be the next coast team to tread

the turf in the Rose Bowl. But
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Roy Dyer, veteran Duck backfield man, is out for the season
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the trip are: ends.
Jim Shephard, Bill Borcher, Russ
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football team hits the trail that Stanford’s Indians have
made rough and rocky indeed last season for ten football
teams that wouldn’t be pushovers in any man’s league.
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General in Chief Gerald “Tex” Oliver was ambling genially about the place. Line Coach Vaughn Corley glanced

“bums”

clinched their first
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assurance
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Waft oil into the offices of athletic coaches flanking
portion of the Igloo and was immediately lulled into a
security by the seeming cool sense of confidence pervading the
place, this, as the eve of the Oregon-Stanford grid battle in
Palo Alto approached implacably. And the kind of confidence
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